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The Gnomes are working like crazy to get the grass to grow, and the Popular Tree 
is trying to make new trees by distributing all its' pollen. Sometimes it looks like 
SNOW on the Ground. Mr. Williams is helping out by raking up all the puffs, and 
there are millions of breaths. He's filled his wheelbarrow three times.

The gnomes brought different animals from Florida that could help the grass grow 
better. These animals look prehistoric but are really in Florida swamp lands. They 
are different colors and have a unique feature that the gnomes use; THEY can blow
themselves up like a balloon up to 20 or 30 times their regular size.
Then the gnomes ride on their backs and move the rocks out of the lawn & back to 
the Tree. These animals bring all sizes of stones back to the Tree and turn them to 
dust by Stepping on them because they are so BIG. They also get filthy and must be
washed after a night's work before going to bed.
How do they break the Rocks into the dirt?

This is the pictures of the colored animals in their NEST.
They like their nest because it protects them at night when
they are small.

They are watched at night so no bees can reach them. If the
bees bite them, they Puff up 10x their average size, and it
doesn't go away until morning.



The animals also love to eat flowers. They live in tulips, Buttercups, roses, and 
others; if you have any flowers you picked for them, leave them, and they will eat 
them later after work is done.
What Colors are the Animals the Gnomes brought from Florida?

I think the Gnomes might bring a few more animals up from Florida around the 
end of July.

WAIT, a Minute!  Isn't there a FISH with the Animals NEST that Breaks the Rocks
into DUST?
What is that Fish doing? I think it's trying to avoid the Fairies because they love to 
eat fresh Fish from the Invisible Stream. That's the second time a fish has tried to 
Trick the Fairies.  The first time you look inside the LARGE Cabin, don't you see a 
Fish on the Table.

What color is that Fish?

Remember when I told you about the rusty Nuts & Washers that the Gnomes dug 
up under the TREE! Well, it turns out that some of those Nuts & Washers can be 
used down in Florida. A guy said it would pay for each one they retrieved. So the 
Gnomes are filling bags with 5 of each. 5 Nuts & 5 washers. They have a system the
gnomes are building at night to collect the BAGS of WASHERS and Nuts.




